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GPA

rise causes concern

oy DENA MINATO
Assistant editor
else besides

Something
the cost
ot living is rising and has sparked
concern among the faculty and
GPT's18^0™ 3t

Lamron photo by Daryl Bonitz

SOUNDS OF SILENCE
finds some
-Astuden rare solitude as
she enjoys the beauty of a nearby creek.

Pastries a success
by PATSTIMAC
Lamron staff
The Senate Investigating Team
reported Tuesday that the coffee
and donut service offered daily
from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. is suc
cessful. It is successful despite
some
minor
operational
problems , including receiving
supplies and getting enough
workers.
Wally Lien, a member of the
team, reported that the first
day's supply of donuts was sold
out. as was almost all of the fresh
perked coffee. "People were
impressed with the quality of the
pastries," he said. "They are
fresh, excellent and cheap."
Lien also pointed out that they
sold the entire supply of 5 dozen
donuts and over 75 cups of coffee
despite the fact that they didn't
actively publicize it until last
rriday, only one school day in
advance. "Not everybody even
realizes it is open," he said. "We
sold that much just to people who
were going by."
The mini-coffee shop is set up
p l"e west end of the College
enter corridor. Fresh coffee is
served for 10 cents a cup Monday
rough Friday and a variety of
erent donuts will be offered,
an?
include fancy, glazed
c ake donuts at 20 cents each,
n
Danish at 25 cents.

The success of the program
indicates a number of things,
according to Lien. First, it shows
that "student government is
providing a service," Lien said.
"The students participating in
this program are actually
showing the administration that
there is a need for this service.
An obvious need."
It also shows that a profit can
be made, although Lien pointed
out that the service wasn't in
tended to make a profit. "I can
see making $160 profit a month,"
he said.
"If the same interest con
cerning the coffee shop perks up
again like it didbefore, it will put
the pressure on." Lien said.
Students signed sheet after sheet
of petitions protesting the
shortened coffee shop hours.
Now,
by
supporting
this
program, Lien feels students can
show the administration that
something needs to be done. He
pointed out that this service is
just temporary, but "Will be kept
open until some sort of service is
set up by the administration to
meet this need."
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0CE"""average

Other reasons OCE faculty
cited were the infusion of an
attitude that a "C" is less than
honorable, blanket high grades
for some courses for which "A"
means
competency,
better
teachers on the faculty and better
teaching, more counseling, and
response on the professors part to
students' demands for "good"
grades.
*
In response to other parts on
the questionaire, most depart
ments do recognize the need for
reasonable
uniform
un
derstandings of grading stan
dards, but claimed to have
already established such stan
dards. Those that had not yet set
standards
expressed
a
willingness to do so.

Reports reveal that there has
been an upward inflation in the
average GPA on a national basis
since 1960. The overall average
increase in the past fifteen years
has been .4 of a grade point,
according to a Michigan State
Lniversity study.
The report failed to give any
definite reasons for this inflation
but speculated that student ac
tivism, less
structured in
structional innovations, faculty
frustrations with grading, in
creasing numbers of minority
Most departments also felt that
students
and
decreased a set of "broadly acceptable
enrollments have all played a definitions of standards be
role in the trend.
established and publicized to both
OCE's average GPA has gone faculty and student members of
up along with that of most of the OCE."
colleges across the country. It
Kersh feels that there is not
rose from 3.0 in the fall of 1974 to enough conclusive evidence to
3.09 for spring term 1975. This promote any definite actions at
stirred the faculty standards OCE. The main effect of the
committee to conduct a college- survey was to inform the faculty
wide survey.
of the problem and make opinions
The survey asked the faculty of other departments available.
He suggested some of his own
members if they were concerned
about rising GPA's, if they could reasons to help explain the trend,
cite reasons for the rising GPA's, including the supposition that
colleges
offer
if they were willing to describe community
their departments standards and students a choice resulting in a
if they thought establishing more select group of going on to a
college-wide
standards
was four year college.
possible.
He also mentioned that in
Dean of Faculty Bert Kersh, stitutions may be practicing
feels the results show a "mixed more
restrictive
admission
concern" for the problem. The procedures, which would also
responses ranged from ab account for a more select group
solutely no concern to a genuine entering college.
concern for the rising GPA's.
Speaking about the connection
Several reasons for the rising between rising GPA's and falling
trend were given by faculty SAT scores, Kersh said "There is
members which vary from those no logic in it. The two trends
reported by Michigan State reflect opposite movements."
University. Of these, one of the
While the lower SAT scores
most positive is that the quality of suggest less qualified, poorer
students is improving.
students, the higher GPA's seem
"We'd like to think that's the to show that students are getting
reason, but we must be realistic smarter.
and consider other factors," said
Kersh suggested that the
Kersh.
common explanation that the

emphasis in high schools and
colleges is away from the subject
matter which is covered by SAT
tests may be true. The tests are
not testing what students have
learned.
Arizona State University has
been forced to put a ceiling on the
number of A's and B's it hands
out each quarter, but Kersh does
not foresee the need for such
drastic measures at OCE.
However, he did cite an in
stance of changing standards
much closer to home. The U of O
did away with GPA's entirely
about three or four years ago.
Current standards now require a
student to pass 85 per cent of
attempted undergraduate classes
to graduate. Students may ask to
be given an A, B, or C in a course
but the records will only show a
pass or a no pass.
Employers do consider GPA's
to some extent, Kersh said. While
it is not the most important
aspect of a student's education, it
could have an affect on his
acquiring a job.
This poses another concern of
Kersh's, which is that if more
.people are graduating with high
GPA'S employers will be less
able to discriminate good
students from the not so good
students.
Nationwide, employers are
finding that often a high GPA
does not necessarily mean the
student is capable of performing
his job.
Kersh said, however, that if
OCE's graduates were not per
forming in accordance with their
academic records, the school
would have heard about it, and it
has not.
"The performance of our
graduates has made OCE's
reputation what it is. Our
students are noted for being
highly professional and skilled
before they graduate."
Kersh feels that the problem
may be self-regulating and act in
its own way to correct itself. Until
then, no institution-wide action is
going to be taken, he claimed.

Joe McCleod, chairman of the
investigating team, said that
someone is needed to work for the
program from 9 a.m. to 10:30
a.m. Monday, Wednesday and
Friday.

OCE unbeaten
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first undefeated football
team in 25 years. The last
team to go undefeated was
the 1950 team, which went
6-0-1, and the last un
defeated and untied team
was 1949, when the Wolves
were 9-0-0.
Saturday's
game
is
against Puget Sound which
is rated number two in the
Northwest, behind number
one OCE. The game is here
and begins at 1:30 p.m.
More details on page 12.
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COFFEE BREAK — The first week of selling fresh coffee and donuts proved to be successful as
many hungry students took time to grab a bite to eat as they passed through the College
Center.

Placement shows graduate drop

According to the recently
completed job placement report
on the 1974-75 OCE teacher
education graduates, the number
of graduates has shown a con
tinued decrease since about 1970.
Comparing the newly cer
tificated graduates of the 1974-75
time period to those of a year ago,
the total of elementary education
graduates dropped from 234 to
220, while secondary education
graduates have fallen from 211 to
191. These totals compare with a
high of 273 elementary and 260
secondary graduates in the 197071 period.
Teaching placement of this
year's elementary ed graduates
stands at 137, while there were 93
secondary ed grads placed.
The largest category
of
secondary ed placements was the
PE area, with 23. Next was
humanities, with 16 placed; art

and social science, with 13 each,
and music, with 12.
The areas of social science,
humanities, art, and PE showed
the greatest number of secondary
ed graduates without positions,
with 13, nine, eight and seven
respectively.
The report also shows that men
seem to have a better chance of
getting into elementary teaching
than do women, mainly due to
there being much fewer men than
women entering teaching. There
were exactly four times as many
women as there were men
elementary ed graduates.
Of 44 men 36 were placed in
elementary teaching, while only
101 women out of 176 were placed.
Elementary special education
had a perfect score, with all nine
special ed grads getting placed.
Of those not listed as being
placed, 17 have gone on to

graduate school or military
service, 33 have found other
employment, 11 are not actively
seeking employment and of 50
graduates there is no current
information
regarding
their
situation.
This leaves 70 grads still
looking for job openings. This is a
comparatively low figure in
relationship to those of the past
four years. For example, of the
1971-72 grads at this time there
were 204 still seeking a position.
Of the current graduates still
looking, about half have limited
are looking only in a certain area
for teaching jobs.
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A Benefit
For an Athlete
Monday, Nov. 17
8-10 p.m. At the Stone Lion
$1 for all the beverages you can drink
21 and over
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Music sorority plans
convention at
The Beta Sigma Chapter of Mu
Phi Epsilon, international music
sorority, will be holding the
district convention for district 25
at OCE Nov. 15. Delegates will be
coming from all over the valley
and from Boise, Idaho.
The chapters that will be in
attendance are Beta Sigma Nu
from University of Oregon, Phi
Lambda
from
Willamette
University and Gamma Kappa
from Boise State University.
Alumnae delegates from the
Salem and Eugene chapters will
also be involved.
The areas of discussion will
center around music and its role

Page 2

in education. Several speakers
have been invited to either speak
or perform. These include Evelyn
Lushenko on music education;
Leslie Strieker on music therapy;
Donna Cole, who is luncheon
speaker and performer; and
Barbara Possman as alumnae
speaker.
Following the convention will
be a musical program performed
by selected delegates from each
chapter. The president of Beta
Sigma chapter is Debbie Cole,
Mrs. Ewan Mitton is advisor and
general chairman is Michelle
Wardrip. Dorothy Stewart is the
district director.
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Recruiting underway

patrolman

°
by PAT STIMAC

bvkim carter

l,aniron Staff

OCE has a
h year,
^Lpnt rush in which
^^tatives travel all over
rePre(s;t' stopping haphazardly
the - ^ hjgh school that they
at an- across, bending senior's
downgrading all other
arm5, and making outlandish
college' order t0 jure students

0CEtfS*
f>
'"Sot reallyreality-

a

carefully chosen

I"1 ^of'^seven
nf seven representatives
Hr°U?vised by

suPfr

the State System of

Education visits each

high school in the area. The
School seniors are told about
Son College in an objective
the courses offered,
Jgiies given and plans for
stio

call it
information
. „„ «said
Dean
Blake
Canville, a member of the
staff. In an attempt to
visitation
(„rm the students, the seven
$E representatives, Chuck
r,MStanKenyon, Jack Morton,
L' Yates, John Brennager,
ol Osborne, and Moranville,
i„d each fall, from the last of
September to December 15 ac
in the visitation
1
tively :involved
program. They visit the high

New lit class
to be offered
For the first time at OCE
students will be able to take
courses in French literature in
English. Winter term Dr. David
Bernstein, a new member of the
faculty will be offering RL 312,
"French Literary Genres in
Translation", to all students with
or without a knowledge of
French. The 3-hour credit class
will be held in Swindel 107,
Tuesday and Thursday, from 9:30
a.m. to 11:00 a.m.
All reading, writing and
discussion pertaining to tran
slated works by such famous
authors as Bendelaire, George
Sand, Balzac, Flaubert and Zola
will be done in English. This
course fulfills the elective in
upper
division
literature
requirement for drama, speech
and other majors. All interested
students may contact Dr. Bern
stein, Swindel 208, Ext. 380, for
further information.

schools.talk about OCE and do no
recruiting" in that sense.
There is also a community
college visitation program, with
the same members of the
visitation staff talking to the
tS ,°1 area
community
colleges. Individual instructional
departments also do some
visitations but most of them are
done by the appointed members
Community college students
are advised as to what courses to
take, what to expect once they get
here and how to make it easier to
transfer, all important factors in
getting the prospective transfer

Lamron staff
JJl may have noticed a
walking
elderly
gentleman
rw g around the College
5 p m- whom y°u
£2? a
would »e„ was S,»„ CI,J In

Sllif1VMnia lWhUe beai"d and red
woii'l^f !C?Jm "Mac" McKhnnon
part Perfectly, not
onlv1.
only in looks but in nature too
Mac is one of OCE's night

Wh?Se j0b is t0 check
doors
Twindows
doors and
and just listen
for trouble in the machinery
around campus, such as the air
conditioning.
"if
something
student into the swing of things
Inxvisitation talks, at both high sounds different," Mac says "I
whoever needs to be inschools and the community call
volved."
colleges there is no high pressure
Mac will be 64 Dec. 17. He said
sales pitch. "We don't attempt to
get people here that we can't if people read that "maybe
somebody will send me a
serve," Moranville said about the present."
prospect of getting people to
He and his wife live in West
come here." No students are
Salem with one of his grandurged to come to OCE if it isn't
daughters. He has two daughters
what they want in the field of
and a son living in Salem, a
higher education."
daughter in Portland and a son in
The best types of formal Hood River.
recruitment are done by the
Before coming to OCE in 1971
graduates and students of OCE
Mac was a line foreman for the
by word of mouth. As there is no
Bonneville Power Administration
active recruiting outside of the in Salem.
state, the good reputation of
The unique thing about Mac is
Oregon College is what does his obvious fondness for the
almost all of the bringing in of people at OCE. "I like the
out-of-state students. There are students," he said. "We've gotten
teachers and graduates of OCE along well -- surprisingly," he
all over the United States and added, though it is not really
world and many are probably surprising to anyone except
recommending OCE as a good perhaps him.
college to come to.
"The people at OCE," Mac
"We are confident that we get a said, "are just grand." "If there
number of students at OCE are any people better than Alice
because we were selected (Alice Yoder, College Center
number one in elementary Administrative Assistant), I
education in the United States," don't know where."
Moranville stated. "I think if you
Perhaps a more obvious fact
have something good to offer, about Mac, according to anybody
people are going to find out about who watches him, is his affection
it."
for female students. He smiles at
Several
interesting
and everyone, but somehow his smile
unusual facts about OCE are seems a little broader when one
pointed out at visitations. For of his "girls" walk by.
example, OCE has no faculty
One of his girls is recently
lounge because instructors prefer married ASOCE President Ruth
to use the College Center as a Daniels and he can't wait to meet
lounge. Second, OCE professors Ed Daniels, her husband.
do
not
use
instructional
This past summer Mac and his
assistants.
wife traveled around the Pacific
Third, instructors, deans and Northwest with their trailer,
students of OCE want to know especially in Washington. Their
people. "They want to be with trips took them up and around
students, to know students," some rivers at Mt. Rainier and
Moranville said. "The whole OCE later to Lake Chelan. Later they
campus seems to be built on a went down to Pasco and Wallowa
system of friendliness and per- and then finished up at Cape
sonability.
Lookout on the Oregon Coast.

Collective bargaining workable?
Collective
bargaining,
a
method of negotiating between
faculty, administration and the
state, is now a reality on the OCE
campus. The vote, taken on Oct.
21, was approved 124 yes votes
and 61 no. In connection with the
change of methods, the Lamron
asked a few people just what
their views were on this issue.
The question posed was "What
jre your feelings on collective
bargaining?"
Denis
Moran,
assistant
Professor of social science, said
, 1 see collective bargaining as,
1? a sense, a necessary evil.
J, cessary, because apparently
facuity feel
t e maj^ny 0f
foey lack an effective voice
tn m? & tensions with regard
"weir own welfare. Evil,
hrooui6 dinevitably reflects on a
akdown in the traditional,
Kfsi?nal means *>y which
tu- / ve voiced concerns in
^ore the faculty vote
butiP i? wait and see attitude,
ucll«ve that
far.* i nowbelieve
mat I,
1, and other
posiHv i?ein^ers' should be more
in
the
Sit 1Ve aar
uinvolved
Posin,
8aining movement.
estimaJL involvement, in my
the ba
• means assuming that
^orenr^!ning Package solves
Problems than it creates."
Member 13, ,975

Dr. Thomas Ferte, assistant
professor of humanities, is "all
for it." He is a charter member of
AFT (American Federation of
Teachers). He relates that
teachers, as everyone else, are
workers too, and should have a
tool
such
as
collective
bargaining. He does not feel that
people should be threatened by it.
"We would strike if there were a
blatent case of injustice," said
Ferte. He personally believes
that they should strike for the
students, but with the apathy
problem, the students wouldn't
gain much authority.
George Slawson, assistant
professor of humanities, is for
collective bargaining because "It
brings everything out in the open,
it is no longer behind closed
doors." He feels that it can im
prove the relationships between
collegues, for now they are no
longer competitive and can work
things out for the benefit of
everyone. He also feels that since
they are organized, that they can
start taking positions on things
and having a voice. He feels it
can work for the students "but
must admit that it will be more
faculty oriented."
Dr. Judith Osborne, associate
dean of students, still has "many

Malcolm " M a c " McKinnon
In his spare time during the
year, Mac said he works "on my
house which I rent from Polk
County Tax Department."
Of course, with all jobs there
are some things you just can't
like. Mac's only complaint is
having to patrol in bad weather,

especially like that Oregon has
recently been experiencing. But
characteristically, he doesn't
blame the weather, saying that
he should just wear more clothes.
Just as he finished talking, one
of Mac's girls was leaving and he
couldn't resist saying "Goodnight
you good looking queen," adding
his never ending smile.

SPO's free
Student Post Office (SPO)
boxes are still available in the
College Center free of charge to
all OCE students. Faculty, staff
and different offices on campus
use this means to contact
students. First class mail may
also be sent to the SPO boxes.
If an OCE student receives
mail at the college but does not
have a SPO, there is a possibility
the mail will be returned to
sender if it is first class, or
discarded if it is bulk rate or
campus mail from a professor or
office.
The SPO roster of all student
numbers will be printed next
week. Students wanting SPO's
should come to the College Center
office and sign up immediately.

RECYCLED LUMBE1
THE BEST

^lumber
FOR

EVERY

PURPOSE

-I-Shelving
-I-Barn boards
-(-Decorative lumber of
all sorts

The Other
Lumber Co.
across from Fairgrounds on
99 W. Rickreall

623-3603
J^^^uesday^Saturday^ &

mixed feelings about collective
bargaining." She has positive
feeling for both sides. "Faculty of
higher education should be able
to govern themselves," said
Dean Osborne. She feels that
higher education needs someone
who will stand up and say
"higher education is important."

ACTION
THEATRE

They should have the power to
bargain for salary. But, on the
other hand, she is concerned that
it might be damaging to the at
mosphere of
teaching and
relations. "It might pit faculty
against faculty," said Osborne.
"I voted, but I still have mixed
feelings about it."

Double Features
8mm film rental
11-11 d a i l y
1-7 S u n d a y

THE
HAGGLE HOUSE

X

See
our
large
movie
arcade
books, magazines
& marital aids.

(Experienced Merchandise)
Furniture -- Cooking Utensils
Open 6 days a week
10:00-5:30
till 7:00 on Friday
184 S. Main St.
Independence, Oregon
Phone 838-3366
30000006
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Opinion

Name change
needed?
Student government officers were not the only ones
who initially laughed at the idea of changing the name of
Oregon College of Education -- so did we. But like the
officers, we have reconsidered the issue.
In an on-the-street interview conducted by the
Lamron last week, the majority of students interviewed
stated that they wished to keep "Education" in the
name because it is such a strong tradition. Although the
number of people interviewed is in no way meant to be
indicative of the entire student population, many
students seem to support that point of view. While it is a
valid one, tradition must not be allowed to emotionally
obscure accuracy.
OCE has been rated the number one college in teacher
education in the nation and has an outstanding record
of graduate performance, even outside of this country.
Yet it is no longer technically an education college.
Current figures show that more than 40 per cent of the
students enrolled are in non-education programs. With
the recent trend toward diversification of programs
here on campus, it would not be surprising if this figure
went to 50 per cent in the next couple of years. In fact, it
is to be expected. And if half of the students are not in
volved in education, the college has truly become a
liberal arts college, a change which should be reflected
in name as well as fact.
The situation is somewhat analagous to a business. If
a business has been selling one product but begins
selling another, its name reflects that change. In the
same vein, OCE is now "selling" more than just an
education degree.
Perhaps one of the reasons some students are against
the name change is because they saw what happened to
Southern Oregon and Eastern Oregon colleges when
they tried to add a "State" to their names. That one
word caused a lot of confusion, yet really adds nothing
to the clarification of the names because all nine Oregon
colleges and universities are technically "state"
colleges or universities. Furthermore, a lot of people
EOSC0n t USS th6 "State" when referring to SOSC or
Although it is easy to say that the name needs to be
changed, it is very difficult to select a name which both
ref lects the character of the institution and is acceptable
to the majority of students, faculty and administrators,
since all of the state colleges and universities, with the
exception of Portland State, have Oregon in their
"^!S;,0CE. should try t0 9et out of fhat rut. Adding a
State as in "Western Oregon State College" would
cncrT? US with the same dilemma as SOSC and
<<S ..
M ?-aTes like "0re9°n State College" or
Willamette College" would only confuse OCE with
other area universities, such as Oregon State or
Willamette. The decision to change may come over
night, but the change itself will probably take all year.

Where to write
Sen. Mark Hatfield, 463
Russell Senate Office Building
Washington^ D.C. 20510.
Sen. Robert Packwood, 6327
Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20510.
Rep. A1 Ullman, 2207 Rayburn
House
Office
Building,
Washington, D.C. 20515.

Rep. Robert Duncan, Room
330,
Cannon
House
Office
Building, Wasington, D.C. 20515.
Rep. James Weaver, 1723
Longworth
House
Office
Building, Washington, D.C. 20515..
Rep. Les AuCoin, Room 329,"
Cannon House Office Building^
Washington, D.C. 20515.

The OCE Lamron is a student newspaper published at nnnn Th„rc^
exam week and vacation periods fall winter and
-?ayS

Constitution revisions consideret
three branches; that of senate, and social boards not exceedti
the Executive Board and the fifths of each board's m
BOA, which is defined as the bership.
One of the most pressing judicial branch of our system."
BOA also issued the drill tea;
In considering what to do about
problems in ASOCE government
a
provisional
charter lastingoi
for the past two years has been the conflict, BOA recommended
the constitution. The Board of that the senate pass into the three weeks because its chart;
Administration took a large step constitution last year's Senate is not legal under OCE's ere'
toward solving the problem last Bill No. 2 and at the same time stitution because it does not ai;
Wednesday when it made some place limitations on senator's male members. Before a pet
Constitutional revision recom membership on various boards. manent charter can be issue;
mendations to the ASOCE
"In doing so," according to the male provision has to ll
Senate. The senate will consider BOA member Pat Stimac, "it corrected so it is legal under!
the recommendations Monday. would not penalize senators who constitution.
BOA Officer Don Spiegel at wished to serve student govern
Three organizations
tempted to clarify the situation ment in more than one way, yet issued new charters, the _
last week in a letter addressed to at the same time would assure Club, Nostros Club and Si
all concerned.
that none of the boards would be One new charter was grant*
Currently the constitution controlled by senators."
Students Internatio
states that major offices include
The recommended limitations Meditation Society (SIMS).
"the members of the Executive include limiting BOA's mem
BOA will meet weekly at
Board, senators, Lamron editor, bership to seven voting mem p.m. Wednesdays. Spiegel
president
of
clubs
and bers, of which only 2 could be Stimac will be co-chairing
organizations, presidents of the senators, and having mem constitutional revision c
dorms and any other office so bership of senators on financial mittee.
designated by the Board of Ad
ministration." It goes on to say
that "no member of ASOCE may
hold two or more major offices."
In an effort to offer more diversified editorial comment, the Lai
The problem with that law,
many feel, is that it allows began a weekly guest column spring term of last year. The Lai
members of senate to double up would like to continue that column this year.
Students, faculty and administrators are invited to express I
and become member of boards.
ASOCE President Ruth Daniels views on any current topics. We prefer topics revolving around
said "It isn't that we think they UCh, community, but do not want to set limits to subject ma
couldn't do a good job, but Topics last spring included salaries for ASOCE officers and fun®
educational activities.
sometimes they would be trying
Due to lack of space, we ask that columns be kept under 1000 w
to do too much."
Last winter Mrs. Daniels, who typed double-spaced.
)Yould like t0 write a guest editorial, please send us a me
was then senate Chairperson,
!t
campus mail service, or call us at ext. 347 or 838-117'
helped write senate bill No. 2, 1J!
which was to replace the law let us know your topic and possible completion date.
presently in use. It is pretty much
the same law except that it adds
members of the Board of Ad
ministration, Social Board and
W, STEPHEN KENT^,
I DON'T KNOW.MAN... THE WHOLE
Financial Board," and deletes
I MEAN LOOK AT IT, BUREAUCWI
RIGHT AROUND
the term senators, as Spiegel
f£EuLr
US, WHAT WITH NO ONE INTERESTED STILL ACT UKE YOUR VERY
pointed out. So in effect, senators
IN ANYTHING;I DON'T UNDERSTAND IS AN INSULT TO THEM;NOOK' !
could still be on the various
SEEMS TO m
WHAT HAPPENED
boards.
WHAT THEY *|
TO AU. THAT
TALKIHO
The problem with either bill
SPIRIT OF THE
ABOUTaccordmg to Spiegel and BOA, is
that if senators had control of
every board there would be no
separation of powers and interest
conflicts might appear. The main
area of concern is probably
keepmg BOA, considered the
by PATSTIMAC
Lamron staff
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Spiegel emphasized that in his
y Off'ng ^ 'S my 0pinion
as BOA
A 0ff
'cer that essential to
on^
good operation of our student

fhe facUh'at
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act that °w
setup is that of
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Alice Crino

YET THERE'S ALL THOSE DUMMIES
WHO RUN AROUND BELIEVING

News Synopsis
Quinlan
kept alive to

be

«/lORRlSTOWN' N J- ~ Karen Anne Quinlan will not h* oil
must be kept alive by mechanical means
allowed to
jn an unprecedented trial, Karen's father Joseph Quinlan was
temping to have his daughter taken off the machiL because he and
many priests and doctors with whom he conferred felt that Karen
Hieand

iW

Q

"

Wanted hiS d3Ughter

d'Iuperior Court Judge Robert Muir ruled that it was the

r«„™

sibility of the physician to prolong the life of a person aslong Is he can
Tijsdecision was made in a 44-page opinion of the five-dav hearing
H* , Armstrong, attorney for the Quinlans, saidLtLdeclfon on
aU
a„ appeal has been reached yet, although one probably will be Sn I
days. "I haven t read it yet," he said, "I don't know
we'll
few daysdo."

Hearst trial set despite protests
SAN FRANCISCO - Patricia Hearst, who last Friday was ruled
competent to stand trial by Federal Judge Oliver J. Carter
remained silent as Carter entered a plea of innocence for her
0n Dec- 15 she will stand trial for charees of bank robberv and
weapons- The trial was set despite Miss Hearst's attorney Altert
Johnson's protestations that the judges ruling of competency "distorts
the findings" of psychiatrists who examined her. The judge said that
the trial will still be set for Dec. 15 unless Johnson can convince the
court of Miss Hearst's incompetency to stand trial. A hearing Nov 20
will entertain a motion to delay the trial.
Johnson said at that time he will have a number of witnesses
including some of the consulting psychiatrists, to help prove Miss
Hearst is mentally incompetent. Johnson said "Your Honor's findings
so distorted those reports that it now requires a hearing. Your Honor is
in very grave danger of presenting a defendant for trial, knowing she
mentally

is incompetent."

Cambridge Bookstore
Lancaster Mall

362-3236
Come in and browse .
We have a wide
selection of

Hardbacks Paperbacks Cliff Notes Greeting Cards

Invest your dollars at
5'/4% or Regular Savings

IntoA^H^nT^n, 9 Blkecentennlal.w
present a
film entitled "Bike Back III
o nt h , , T ° T , " L e R ° ° m ' P m ' M ° n d " y N o v - '7" H > <"so answer guest,ons
on the cross-country trips which are planned to commemorate the nation s 200th birthday.

Center for deaf receives grants
The Regional Resource Center
for the Deaf and HearingImpaired , located in Maaske
Hall, is the recipient of three
grants from the Rehabilitation
Services Administration of the
federal Health, Education and
Welfare.
All are renewals of grants won
last year, but are expanded,
according to Center Director
Richard Walker.
An award of $114,978 was made
to
continue
the
five-term
program that leads to the
master's degree in education as a
deaf specialist. Walker said that
eight of the nine students who
began the program last fall were
supported by stipends from the
grant. This year, there are 10
traineeships, but 17 students in
the program. The first degreewinners will complete their work
this term. Walker said graduates
of the program will have no
trouble finding jobs.
The
curriculum
contains
counseling
and
professional
education courses, but Walker
said the heart of the studies is in
the deaf specialist core. In this,
trainees are required to become
familiar with psychological and
social problems of deaf persons
and how these problems are
overcome.
Walker said trainees come into

Block signup
necessary

BEAVER STATE
Savings & Loan Assoc.
167 N. Knox,
Monmouth
Member FSLIC
838-4311
Deposits Insured
To $40,000
November 13, 1975

Secondary education students
intending to enroll in Ed 363
winter term must confer with a
block instructor as soon as <
possible to insure their inclusion
on pre-registration class lists.
Because the block course in
cludes assignment in public
school classrooms, it is necessary
to regulate the number of
students
enrolled
and
to
distribute students with various
subject majors evenly over the
cooperating schools.
Block instructors are available
daily in Ed 201. The Field Ser
vices secretary will make per
sonal appointments for students
if block instructors are not
available on their first contact.

a great deal of direct contact with
The third grant is for $54,286 to
the deaf. Up to 21 credit hours of train interpreters for the deaf in
field experiences and seminars at the regional center's four
the college must be completed tributary states. These in
before the master's degree in terpreters are persons who come
education is awarded.
into contact with deaf persons in
The trainees aire required to various public agencies. The
acquire expert knowledge of regional center will coordinate
manual communication with the the program, but instructors will
deaf, both "manual" English and be provided by California State
the American sign language, University at Northridge.
which Walker described as a
All training sessions are two
"native language" used by deaf
weeks long, beginning Jan. 5-16 in
Americans.
The fifth term of the program is Maaske Hall for 20 Oregonians.
spent in a full time internship in a Other sessions: Washington, Jan.
rehabilitation or social service 19-30, 20 persons, Seattle Com
munity College; Idaho, May 31agency.
For the 11th straight year, June 11, 15 persons, College of
funds have been approved for the Southern Idaho, Twin Falls; and
short-term, non-degree programs Alaska, July 14-25, 15 persons,
for counselors of the deaf. The University of Alaska, Anchorage
$110,081 grant will support campus.
program administration and
Kevin
Marshall,
assistant
stipends for trainees in three professor of education, is coor
four-week and one term-long dinator of the deaf specialist
sessions. The four-week sessions program.
John
Freeburg,
will be Feb. 2 - 27, June 21-July 16 associate director of the center,
and July 19 -Aug. 13. The long is coordinating the programs for
session will coincide with spring interpreters for the deaf and
term at OCE.
counselors of the deaf.

X0TZ
BARRY McGUIRE
THE 2nd CHAPTER
OF ACTS
"a band called David"
Thurs., Nov. 20/NORTH SALEM HIGH AUD/7:30 pm
Tickets: $2.00 Advance/$3.00 At Door
Available in
ChApLt.tt 01 It
Salem at:
Lancaster Mall-378-0812
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Geology field trips

Classes explore Oregon
by TOM WOLFHAGEN
Greene Leads Bible Study - A Bible study led byBaPtiststudent
director Pat Greene of OSU, meets at 8 p.m. Th"^ "J JJjO
South Warren, No. 8. For information contact DeeAnn Hitt of Jonello
Medford or leave note in SPO 365.
Hat field to sneak -- Senator Mark 0. Hatfield, R-Ore., will speak at
7:30 p.m. Saturday. Nov. 22, in the Food Service Building. The topic
will be ''Current Conditions in Washington.

•Golden Fleece' Opens - "The Golden Fleece" will be presented as a
student production Friday and Saturday, Nov. 21 and 22, inthe OCE
Little Theatre. Curtain time will be 8:15 p.m. each evening. Ther
be no admission charge.
High Schools to Present Jazz Festival - A high school jaw festival
will beheld at OCE on Friday and Saturday, Nov. 21 and"je W1
be about 30 schools from the Willamette Valley and Central coast
participating.
Thanksgiving Hosts Needed - Families interested in having one or
more foreign students as guests in their homes on Thanksgiving may
contact Dean Moranville in the Cottage, 838-1220, ext. 221.

Voight Stars - "Conrack", in which Jon Voight plays a teacher in
the South, will be showing Friday, Nov. 18, in the College Center. Show
times are 6:30 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. Admission is $1 for students and
adults. 50c for children 7-12 and free for 6 and under.

Soccer Club Sets Dance - The Soccer Club will sponsor a dance in
the OPE Gym from 9 p.m. to midnight Nov. 15th. Admission is $1
"Power Play" will be featured.
Bicentennial Presentation — Slated John Briggs will present a slide
production of over 200 slides in a talk about the non-profit organization
Bikecentennial. Over 1400 people are needed to lead a bike trip across
the nation in honor of the Bicentennial. "Bike Back Into America" will
be shown in the Willamette Room at 9 p.m. Monday, Nov.17.

Lamron staff

In man's early existence, rocks
played an important part in the
lives and survival of the people.
Shelter, tools and weapons
largely depended on the types ol
rocks that could be found.
In
the
Natural
Science
building, rocks also play an
important part, but in this in
stance it is in the curriculum and
education of the students. One of
the tools in which learning is
accented irf geology classes can
be found through field trips. This
semester, geology classes have
had the chance to spend a
weekend in Central Oregon, in
such locations as the McKenzie
and Newberry volcanoes and
East and Paulina lakes. They
have been digging and discussing
rock types and formations in
gaining a better understanding
about the planet on which we live.
Dr. Ray Brodersen, who along
with Dr. Guy Rooth conducts
such field trips, explains that the
purpose of the journeys are to
"provide first hand experience
about geographic phenomenon
native to Oregon. We try to get
away from the abstract lectures
and books and give the students a
chance to see what is really
there."

•Rainbow' on Fabulous Flicks - "Finian's Rainbow" will be the
feature of the Fabulous Flicks at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 18. Admission
is 50 cents.
Spirit and Soul To Sing - Spirit & Soul will present a concert in the
Oregon Room of the College Center at 8 p.m. Nov. 24. There is no
admission charge.
Hawn Featured - "Sugarland Express," a cross-Texas chase
starring Goldie Hawn, will be shown Nov. 21, at 6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m.
Friday. Admission is $1 for students and adults, 50 cents for children 7
to 12 and free 6 and under.
Mattingly's Art Shown - Assistant professor of art James Mattingly
won a $1000 award for the group of 12 portraits of American Indians
that will be displayed in the College Center through Dec. 10.
Subscriptions Available -- A subscription to the Lamron is available

The trips are not limited,
however, to the students in the
geology classes. Anyone interested
can
Pa[tlclPat®'
provided space is available. A tee
is charged to cover expenses and
varies with each trip.
Other instructors from dilferent areas, such as biology and
geography, are often inv*te(*
along to give observations about
aspects of Oregon other than just
the rocks. This provides the
participants with a greater
learning
experience
and
generally makes a trip much

more worthwhile. Students are
encouraged to dig and collect
samples while on the trip, and if
nothing else is gained, they at
least have rocks for decorating
apartments
and
dormitory
rooms.
The next trip is scheduled Nov
22 and will be a one day jaunt to
Marys' Peak southwest of Cor
vallis. It will be a study of a sill of
intrusive igneous rock. Other
trips planned for this term
next include visits to the Or
Coast and the Riddle nickel mine
in Eastern Oregon.

Country

trips set
sk

Outdoor Program will sponsor throught the Outdoor Program
two cross country ski trips this Students will need to bring a sack
weekend on Saturday and Sun- lunch and war warm clothes, he
added.
day.
Students with questions or
The trips will be to Skyline
Trail, near Hoodoo on Santiam those wishing to sign up may
Pass.
Anybody,
including contact Burch at the Outdoor
beginners, is invited to par Program office in the A!"
ticipate, according to Outdoor offices, or call ext. 295.
Program Director Lauren Burch.
Burch hopes to begin the
People planning on making the
trip need to rent skis, boots and ASOCE bike rental program next
poles. "Anderson's in Salem is Tuesday, pending approval of the
probably the cheapest," said bike policies by the student
Burch. Day packs are available senate on Monday.

Valley high school bands

ASOCE
Presents

to participate in festival
Approximately 30 stage and
jazz bands from Willamette
Valley and coast high schools will
participate in a jazz festival at
OCE Nov. 21 and 22.
They will be judged by
members of the 13th Naval
District stage band from Seattle.
The Navy band will perform both
evenings.
The festival, which is free to
the public, will be held in the
College Center coffee shop. The
bands will play from 2 p.m. to 6
p.m. and at 7 p.m. Friday, Nov.
21 and from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Finian's
- Rainbow

Saturday, Nov. 22.
The OCE Jazz Ensemble will
present a short concert at 7:30
p.m. Saturday. The Navy band
will play at 8:30 p.m. Friday and
8:15 p.m. Saturday. Each of the
visiting high school groups will
play for 20 minutes, and will
receive written comments from
the Navy musicians.
The festival is not a com
petition, according to Richard
Sorenson,
OCE
associate
professor of music, who is
coordinating the festival.

Tuesday
7:00 p.m.
One Showing
Pacific Room
Admission 50c

j

Pacific Room |
College Centerj

for $3 50 an academic year. Contact the Lamron office at 838-1220, ext.
347. or 838-1171 for more information.
Classified Ads Free - Lamron classified ads are a free service to all
OCE students and faculty. Non-students will be charged 10 cents per
line Persons wishing to submit ads must type or plainly print them on
one sheet of paper. Deadline for the Thursday publication in noon
Tuesday.
SOEA Meeting Scheduled - Joyce Peterson will speak on the
multiple handicapped at the SOEA meeting Wednesday, Nov. 19
at 7 p.m in the Willamette Room. Anyone interested may attend.
"Feed the Hungry" - Call 838-0767 for information and suggestions
on one's responsibility to feed hungry people.

FRESH COFFEE
& DONUTS
Coffee
Donuts

Ski Trip Set- The OCE ski club is planning a ski trip to Mt. Bachelor
Dec. 10 to 20. They will stay at the Inn of the Seventh Mountain. A
meeting to discuss the trip is planned for tonight at 7 p.m. in Ad 202.
For more information call Connie Westphall, 838-4281.
Winter Sports Open - Anyone interested in going out for winter
sports should contact the coaches in their offices in the upper level of
the NPE building. Coaches are Bob McCullough, men's basketball;
Mary Rubright, women's basketball; LoWayne Brewer, men's and
women's gymnastics; Wilma Hein, men's and women's bowling; Gale
Davis, wrestling; and Richard Shollenberger, men's and women's
swimming Anyone interested in going out for the women's tennis
team next term is asked to attend the first meeting tonight at 7 p m in
NPE 113

Danish

10'

20'

25'

(Tuesday & Friday only)

Odd-Squad to Meet - The Academic Re-entry group ("Odd-Squad")
will meet for a sack lunch at noon Monday in the Willamette Room of
the College Center.
Nurse Position Open - A part-time position as Registered Nurse 2
exists in the Student Health Center. Those interested in applying or
interviewing for the position may contact Joan Williams in the
Business Office, ext. 201 and leave name, classification and phone
number.
Donuts on Sale - Donuts and coffee are being sold in the College
Center Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. Cost is twenty
cents for donuts and ten cents for coffee. Danish will be sold for 25
cents on Tuesdays and Fridays.
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8:00 - 10:00 Monday thru Friday

West end of the
College Center Concourse

.'ft1 :Jft.J1SL'
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prize

I Textbooks simplified

H

the recognition of her work was
moneySlgniflCant
getting

imi

t0 her than the

hPergarg^' feels
do™ l i f t " •

that

ed„^f °Uld put more into my
could h? 3t this time than I
sa.d'Th? 38 3 teenager," she
,s no a8e limit for
co ie
f. students assuming the
family is agreeable."
Mrs- Megargel's family was
agreeable and she feels the
Montvratl°h i °f her husband,
h el in
with the three
^hnd
A , P g
children, Alan, 14, April, 8 and

better

Esther Megargel
by DENA MINATO

Megargel's
success
as
a
musician is a reflection of the
Esther Megargel, a 1975 music program at OCE. Having
graduate of OCE, won second never written anything before
enrolling at OCE, she acquired
prize in a national contest for
her skills from the basic and
original music compositions.
advanced composition classes.
A housewife
with
three
It was in the first composition
children, Mrs. Megargel at
class she took that she began
tended OCE# for four years,
earning a degree in music. Two of writing the piece that won her
national recognition. She worked
these four years she commuted
on it over a period of six months
more than 50 miles each day to
during her junior year.
class.
She submitted per piece, en
Mrs. Megargel says she did it
titled "Sonatina," to Mu Phi
by having a family that "worked
Epsilon, a national women's
together."
honorary society, last spring. The
Dr. A. Laurence Lyon, the
piece is written in three
professor from whom she ob
movements for piano. It won
tained much of her musical
second prize, a cash award of $75,
background, says she did it by
in the undergraduate category
being "a hard-working and
with entries from all over the
creative person. She gained a
country. Mrs. Megargel said that
good background here."
Lyon
feels
that
Mrs.

Assistant editor

^

CoIIpo-^ P
PACC
College
Press
Service
chance to acquire readingWOrd
is
f
.
. out to college writing skills."
textbook publishers that today's
Other factors have influenced
students don't have the reading
skills they once did and the decreased reading levels at
traditional
textbooks
are colleges. More people who
wouldn't have gone to college 10
frequently beyond their grasp
"The abstractions, the dif or 20 years ago are now enrolling,
in
two-year
in
ficulties of reading specific words especially
and understanding the meanings stitutions. And according to one
ot such words bore many of our publisher, community colleges
students," Queensborough Col are reporting a decrease in
lege basic education skills reading-level.
department
chairman
Paul
Publishers are now using
Panes explained, "and they don't
TfuG

readability formulas to deter-

hava

Having commuted for two
years from Mill City, Mrs.
Megargel remembered, "Driving
took up so much of my time "
After moving to Monmouth she
had more time but admitted that
this only encouraged her to add
more activities.
ufed my ^me in ways other
than driving, such as teaching
piano and playing in the college
orchestra." She added that now
ner husband is commuting to his
job at the Detroit Ranger Station
nearly 70 miles from Monmouth!
Mrs. Megargel read of the Mu
Ehi Epsilon contest in the get as much out of college as thev
J
sorority's
journal,
the should.
mine the difficulty of a textbook's
"Triangle." She decided to enter
We find students are entering language. These scales measure
to see if she could win. She our colleges (both two- and four- the sentence structure and
laughed and called her success year institutions) with reading number of words in a sentence
"beginner's luck."
levels way below the level needed and subtract for polysyllabic
She also submitted a vocal to master college textbooks that words. According to an article in
piece for children's chorus in the traditionally have been written a recent "Annals of the Academy
contest but didn't hear anything and prepared for college," Pane of Political and Social Science,"
about it. She has written other said.
"if a book is to sell well in the
works similar to the vocal piece.
Publishers claim that in recent large junior college market, it
Though it's hard to believe, years word has been coming back must not score higher than llth to
Mrs. Megargel feels she may be from campuses, particularly two- 13th grade on such tests."
Traditional college texts, ac
even busier now than she was in year community colleges and
school. She is assistant to Lyon in urban institutions, that their cording to the Annals article,
the VIP strings program. This is books are "too hard" for "are often tedious affairs, poorly
a private organization which students. But textbooks for two- written, visually unattractive
teaches violin to pre-school year schools and urban in and several years out of date
children in Monmouth. They have stitutions probably won't be any when they are published."
classes twice weekly.
different from four-year colleges Textbook publishers, now feeling
With a degree in music where remedial reading courses a decline in business, are at
tempting
to correct these
education, Mrs. Megargel hopes are on the upswing.
to teach eventually in a public
College administrators even at problems while increasing the
school. For now she enjoys giving four-year institutions admit that readability of the books.
Chapter formats are being
private lessons in her home today's college students are not
where she can spend some time as adept at reading and writing more carefully drawn up with
well-placed headings and sub
around her children.
English as they once were.
She has made no definite plans "Students today are more ver titles, easier-to-read type faces
for returning to school and bal," said Winston Doby, UCLA and lists of new terms at the ends
working towards a master's director of academic programs. of chapters. Repetition of themes
degree,
but
admitted,
"I "They don't read. They don't and specific terms is emphasized
and fewer abstractions are used.
probably will."
have the written skills they once
did. They're TV educated."
But the textbook publisher's
Some English teachers at the loss of business is not due to less
University of California have use of texts by instructors, as
ticipants at
the
workshop reported students in their fresh some academicians would like to
discussed the importance of man English classes who were believe. A 1974 survey done for
having a background in special not proficient in the fun the American Association of
education before entering any damentals of grammar. The American Publishers showed
remedial English or Subject A that the textbook was still the
type of education.
supervisor claimed that this primary teaching tool of the
For information on future "illiteracy" was a "cultural college level with 81 per cent of
meetings and workshops students problem, as students in an college instructors using one in
may contact Cindy Allen, Lan electronic society have little their undergraduate courses.
ders 361 or leave a note in SPO
100. The next meeting will be
Wednesday, Nov. 19. The guest
speaker will be Joyce Peterson,
who will present a general over
view of the fields in teaching the
multiple-handicapped.

SOEA sponsors workshop

Listing plans
finalized
After almost a year in the
making, the student directory is
ready to get off the ground. The
directory will be a listing of
students' name, address and
Phone number. The
Com^tioris
Committee
of
, OCE is in the final stages of
Planning the directory.

There has long been a need for
ome method of contacting
uaents on or off campus and it
s
that the directory will
Provide this missing link in
communication. One of the
Problems in planning
the
directory has been the legal
gnts of the student to consent to
ln
or her name, address
anj |
fhn P ,0I?e number available to
win ?
solution to this
r •Pe 1? include a card in the
tpri ?tion Packets for winter
whlch will allow a student to
to h°Se ^hether or not he wishes
directory name Published in the
miff16 u Communications ComDir/? pes to have the Student
Drnvf
published
apaftp mately *wo
three weeks
Pendino1f-er,term registration,
bv m .
approval on costs
y the ASOCE Senate.
November 13, 1975

A special education workshop
was sponsored Saturday on the
OCE campus by the Student
Oregon Education Association.
Speakers at the workshop in
cluded Dr. Arthur McElroy,
learning disabilities; Dr. Eileea
Bourne, mental retardation;
Joan Browning, speech pathology
and audiology; and Soccoro
Martinez, bi-lingualism. All four
are members of the OCE faculty.
The workshop hosted
25
teachers and students from the
Willamette Valley, LaGrande,
and Southern Oregon. Par

*33,500,000
Unclaimed
Scholarships

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

Shp
Fresh Flowers and Plant
Arrangements Made to Please You

"Say it with flowers -- Ours
Evening Calls Welcome
415 llth St., Independence

838-0806

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
• I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
Name.
Address.

City

.State.

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

-Zip_

I
I
I
l
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Nikolais Dance Theatre

Impressive, imaginative performance given
*
minutes long and the others about
twice as long.
The first dance, performed by
A cheering, standing ovation three women, was Trio from
brought Alvin Nikolais and his "Vaudeville of the Elements.
The piece gave me the feeling of
dance troupe out on stage for
several well-deserved curtain the future and outer space. The
dancers were clad in stark white
calls last Saturday night.
The troupe had just finished a costumes like long white dresses
two night stand in Portland's with hoops in the skirt. The arms
and heads of the dancer were also
Civic Auditorium.
Never having seen a dance covered. This made the dancers
theatre like this before, I was look supernatural.
The dance looked almost like
fascinated and awed by the skill
by TERHI SCHMIDT
Lamron staff

Lamron
Entertainment
and knowledge that went into the
creation and presentation of such
a program.
Previously when I thought of a
dance theatre I imagined a ballet
with an orchestra and dancers in
tutu's and tights. The Nikolais
Dance Theatre was much dif
ferent than this image.
The dance was modern and the
costumes were unlike any I had
seen before. Also effective was
the lack of an orchestra and the
use of only synthesized music.
Imaginative lighting also added
to the program.
There were four dances. The
first two were only about 10

Studio play
to open
Studio theatre's 1975-76 season
will open Nov. 21 and 22 with"The
Golden Fleece" in the OCE Little
Theatre.
A
contemporary
comedy drama by A. R. Gurney, the play draws much of its
structure by updating the Greek
myth of Jason and Medea.
Bill and Betty, a local married
couple, have arranged for Jason
and Medea to appear at the
theatre to reveal how they got the
golden fleece.
Senior Rick Cavens, winner of
last year's best actor award for
his protrayal of the Herald in
"Marat Sade", is Bill. He plays
opposite senior Marsha Mollett's
Betty. Ms. Mollett was seen as
Connie Dayton in last season's
"Come Blow Your Horn."
OCE drama veteran Ken
Hermens is directing the show,
which he selected because of its
audience appeal. "I have chosen
the 'Golden Fleece' due to its
great potential for audience
involvement
and
thematic
message. It is also a fatnastic
opportunity for the characters to
do all types of acting," he said.
Hermens is a speech-drama
major from Yamhill.
Voices for the production will
be supplied by sophomore Karen
Clifford, Clatskanie;" senior Jan
Matthews, Newport; senior Mark
Cannon
Beach;
McConnell,
junior Mark Wood, Yamhill; and
junior Susie Niklas, Clackamas.
Curtain time will be at 8:15
p.m. both nights. There is no
admission charge for studio
productions.
1
•

DARYL'S
SHOE SERVICE

•
J

Knapp Shoe Counselor
Shoe Repair Gives Extra Wear

•
J

148 C Street
Independence, Ore. 97351
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .
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an animated film. The dancers
seemed to be robots. They glided
about but the movements of the
rest of their bodies were jerky
and stiff.
This robot and space imagery
seemed further emphasized by
the particular type of music the
synthesiser was producing. It had
an airy and weightlessness
sound, punctuated by periodic
beeps.
The
music
was
reminiscent of that heard on the
TV series "Star Trek."
There were no props for the
dance other than a multi-colored
backdrop. This was effective
because any objects on stage
would have distracted from the
type of dance they were doing.
Another dance that had an
animated look
to it was
"Noumenon" from Masks, Props
and Mobiles, the second dance
performed. This was achieved by
the way all the elements,
costumes, movement, set, lights
and music were used.
The dancers, three men, were
costumed in what looked like
large, bright r^cj pillow cases
which encased their entire
bodies. The costumes seemed to
turn the dancers from men into

objects. As soon as the dance
began, one forgot that men were
inside the "pillow cases. They
became red shapes moving about
on stage as in an animated film.
Again, the music was ex
tremely important to the ef
fectiveness of this dance. The
dancers moved in perfect rhythm
with the music, which propelled
the dancers. When the music was
slow, the movements of the
dancers was slow; when the
music moved faster, so did the
dancers.
This was the only dance that
had any kind of a set other than a
backdrop. Each dancer had a
bench. The use of the benches
was good because it gave the
dancers more possibilities as far
as movement was concerned. Not
only could they stand, sit and lay
on the floor, but they had the
added demension of doing things
on another level.
The backdrop was rather
abstract, as were all the back
drops used by the company. This
backdrop looked rather like a
face, which was interesting since
the faces of the dancers were not
visable.
The lighting was not out
standing for this piece. However,
at one point the dancers were
illuminated by red lights, which
really made them vivid.
The third piece, "Foreplay"
was performed by the entire
company of 10. This dance was a
collage of moving bodies and
lights.
A favorite segment, judging by
the
appreciative
audience
response, was a mannequin duet
by Suzanne McDermaid with Bill
Groves. The company, except for
McDermaid and Groves, was in
the back of the stage in couples,
swaying
back
and
forth.
McDermaid and Groves were
center stage under a regular
white spot. The rest of the dan
cers faded into the background
under a dim red light.
In this segment, Groves was a
mannequin. McDermaid was
very much taken with him and

.
was trying to make him in
terested in her. She danced
provacatively in front of him to
no avail. Giving up that she
moved his limbs as if he had his
arms around her. But there was
no reaction from him. Once she
extended his arms out and
jumped into them. But of course
there was no reaction from him.
A comic segment, one time she
fell out of his arms and got
tangled up in his body. The comic
element was carried out further
by the silly grin Groves had on his
face and the exaggerated facial
and
body
expressions
of
McDermaid.
Finally giving up, she sat on the
floor "Indian style" with her
head in her hands. At this time
Groves comes to life, sees her
and picks her up and carries her
off stage, still in her sitting
position.
The last dance, "Cross-fade,"
was performed with the whole
troupe. It too was a collage of
movement
and
lights.
An
especially interesting feature
was the use of some still
photography flashed on the back
drop.
At times a picture of dancers in
a particular grouping appeared
on the backdrop. The dancers
would continue their dancing to
end up in a pose identical to the
one on the backdrop. When this
occurred, the picture became
hidden because lights projected
the dancer's shadows over the
picture.
The lighting was really fan
tastic
during
this
dance.
Sometimes the stage was com
pletely dark except for different
colored lights beaming across the
stage. As the dancers moved
about through the different
beams it created a kaleidoscope
effect, for only parts of each
dancer's body was visable for
just a few seconds. It was also
similar to a strobe light.
Partial sillouettes of dancers
were at times projected on the
backdrop by a light illuminating
a dancer or group of dancers. As

fknco
Hanrprs remained nn(,
these dancers
others danced around, creating
an extremely interesting com
position on the stage.
A description does not really 4
the troupe justice. It is probably
impossible to describe tbe
Nikolais Dance Theatre and
really be able to convey what it
accomplished. For anyone in.
terested in seeing the possibilities
of modern dance, synthesised
music &nd stage lighting, the
Nikolais Dance Theatre is the
place to go.

Voight
featured

Jon Voight stars as an
idealistic white teacher
moving to a black com
munity in "Conrack," to be
shown in the College Center
coffee shop at 6:30 p.m. and
9 p.m. Friday.
Voight goes to a small
island off the coast of South j
Carolina to teach black
grade school children. He
fails with the traditional,
education methods and!
thus
resorts
to|
imagination, which in
furiates
the
superin
tendent.
The movie, taken from
the book "The Water is
Wide," is rated PG and was !
released in 1973.
Admission for students |
and adults is $1, children 7
to 12 50 cents and children
under 6 are admitted free.
Fred Astair^, Petula j
Clark and Tommy Steele ;
star in the Tuesday movie,
"Finian's Rainbow." The ;
movie is a musical comedy I
set in the South. It will be j
shown at 7 p.m. in the ;
College Center coffee shop ;
Cost is 50 cents.

Soccer Clvb Dance
%

November 15th
from 9-12 p.m.
featuring ' 'POWER PLAY
from Eugene
HELP SUPPORT_SOCCER

admission $1OO

WiWiVAV.'.IJJ • • •.
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Entertainment
events

TELEVISION
Thursday, Nov. 13
Mac Davis performs his own songs and
hosts guests Liza Minnelli, Neil Sedaka and

s , d and Marty Krofft on
*^"
^•,lSPrfCial" at 8 p m- on Ch. 8.

Ihnm J?/' ch,ghly diversified characters
whom W. Somerset Maugham meets in an
SS,.v4e .d;strict of Chicago after World
War I. It will be on Ch. 2 at l a.m.
A football star whose team is to play in the
P°s.e B°wl fina"y, with
his girl's help,
realizes love of the game is more important

the

The Wild Duck," Ibsen's tale about a

surtrtlTT',3 weak bul confenfed man who is
:e",'°^?ce ,he ug|V ,ru,h about
himsoif Lrtrh
himself and h,s family at9 p.m. on Ch 7
A burlesque comic played by Jack Carter
and a stripper played by Barbara Rhoades
Vc? suspects in the slaying of their boss
on Ellery Queen" at 9 p.m. on Ch. 8.
A true life story of two New York Citv
policemen who were killed in a brutal am
bush is featured in "Foster and Laurie " It

v~"LTmrcial 9ain Tom Harmaon and
Vera Miles star in "The Rose Bowl Story" on
en. 6 at 1:30 a.m.
Saturday, November 15
"The Bill Cosby Comedy Hour," stars
ony Randall, Karen Valentine, Loretta
^nfnrma^h the Paul AshleV Puppets in an
rtrrcr/ar;hPredian bmi c°*by«

V SinQ aS 0fficer Rocco Laurie
anTn
and Dorian Harewood as Officer Gregory
F o s t e r a t 9 p . m . on Ch. 6.
"Kojak
The China Town Murders," is
the Thursday Night late movie. Telly
Savalas and Dan Frazer star in a story about

The Dikie 500 stock car Race from
Georg.aandthe U.S. vs. Russia heavyweight
r£rte„ ian?.b°ree ,rom Madison Square
Garden will be the featured events on
Sports Spectacular" at 4:30 p.m. on Ch. 6.
nnrtr5t Bla,r1s_tars in the highly acclaimed
portrait of a 15 year old girl who joins the
growing ranks of undetected teen age
Anp a°i k 'Sarah TPortrait of a Teen
,s the Saturday night movie
nn rK O ^
on Ch. 8 at 8 p.m.
The Pointer Sisters, Bonnie, Ruth and
,
display their unique assortment of
940 s girl trio classics on "Soundstage" at 8
p.m. on ch. 7
Mac Davis hosts the 15th Annual Miss
Teen Age America Pageant from the
campus of Oral Roberts University in Tulsa
Oklahoma at 10 p.m. on Ch. 8.

Stn?et 93ng that kindnaps
me
nf"eth
the head
head of
the an underworld family
Detective Kojak races against time to
prevent mass retaliation.

Friday, Nov. 14
d™ac7

Nf.^'NG
COMMON..
The
Arts Building Is
b„rFine
n i
with the weather to complete the auditorium by late spring

°

. Lamr°n
'fy as

ph0,° by s,eve Geiger

battle

'Rip Van Winkle'

!>,er Moore a"d Clint Eastwood
discuss Transcendental Meditation with
Mahar.sh. Mahesh Yogi, founder of the
p r o g r a m , on " T h e M e r v Griffin S h o w " a t 4
p.m. on Ch. 6.
"Magnificent Monsters of the Deep" will
be narrated by Orson Welles in a
documentary about a zoologist's study on the
rare white whale.
"Sylvia Pankhurst" will be at 9 p.m. on
Ch. 7. As a direct result of sufferagette
support of the war, British women finally
win the vote, but Sylvia's pacificist views
cause her to leave the movement
Gregory Peck and Broderick Crawford
?»# !"Vl 3 .^t0ry about daily intrigue in East
West Berlin, involving an American colonel
in the counter-intelligence corps and a
on ChPPt2d ° ' 'n "NiQht

Plot drags, action lacking
by KENN LEHTO
for the Lamron
If the Bicentennial doesn't have
enough ills, I just had the dubious
pleasure of
seeing
OCE's
production of "Rip Van Winkle".
The American Season being
presented this year by OCE
Theatre got off to a dismal start
with Dion Boucicault's 1865
adaptation
of
the
famous
Washington Irving tale. Not that
anything was particularly bad; it

was just hard to find anything
that was particularly good.
As a whole the play suffered
from a lack of action. This would
be excusable had it been an in
tense psychological drama, but
this was not the case. At times it
even hedged on melodrama. The
most action packed scene was the
dance, which had little to do with
the plot, and 10 to 12 people
stomping around on a plywood
stage doesn't exactly spellbind
the audience.
Another big problem relating to
action was the plot. For its
limited amount of action and lack
of intensity, it was simply too
drawn out. Some of the lines
seemed to be written only to
justify the character's presence
on stage while waiting for
something of greater importance
to happen.

thusiasm was refreshing and a
much needed pep pill for the
conclusion of the play.
Chris Van Louder, playing
Rip's crooked rival, did a
passable job in that role, though
his sinister side doesn't emerge
until late in the production
Mike Weddle, in the title'role,
was the single redeeming factor
m the whole play. His timely
delivery and amusing Dutch
accent made the rest of the play
worth watching. Obviously, the
play was written exclusively for
this role. Some of the lines were
absolutely outrageous. Best of
all, Weddle was completely
natural and believable in this
characterization. He made the
audience feel Rip's confusion and
dejection upon returning from his
long absence.
As far as the staging of the
play, the sets were clean and
functional and the lighting was
well done, lightning and all. Only
the sound-effects left something
to be desired. The thunder, rain
and dog barking sounded like-

they were coming from a tran
sistor radio.
The program that was handed
out at the theatre was really hard
to follow. The cast of characters
was arranged in descending
order of importance, but were
hard to identify because only a
few were referred to by name in
the play. No synopsis of the plot
was given, which made the play
hard to follow. The scene-byscene breakdown was inac
curate, sometimes confusing
Rip's house with that of his rival.
Even if you could follow the
program you had to read it while
the play was in progress, because
between scenes all the lights
were blacked out.
The overall effect of the play
was quite dismal. With the
exception of Mike Weddle's
performance, I was honestly
happy to see the play end.
Feeling
that
the
evening
shouldn't be a total waste, I went
home to watch "NBC's Saturday
Night,"
and went to
content.
o
1
w bed W
-W11LCX1L.

at 8 p.m.

The Friday Nite Movie is "Sabrina," a
story about two wealthy socialite brothers
vying for the hand of their family chauffer's
Rnol !U' daughter. It stars Humphrey
Bogart and Audrey Hepbur-d, at 9 p.m. on Ch.
Montgomery Clift is a confused, ambitious
factory worker in love with a wealthy
debutante, played by Elizabeth Taylor in "A
Place in the Sun." But he is threatened with
a drab future by a simple working girl The
movie is on at 11:30 p.m. on Ch. 6.
"Midnight Special" features Neil Sedaka,
Freddie Prinze, K.C. and the Sunshine Band
and Peter Frampton at 1 a.m. on Ch. 8.
T£e Razor's Edge" stars Tyrone Power
and Gene T.erney. This is a drama of five

MUSIC
The OCE Jazz Festival will be on at 8 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 21, in the New Gym.
Steppenwolf comes to Paramount at 8 p m
Nov. 22. Tickets are $6.00.
Loggins and Messina will be at the
Coliseum Nov. 23. Ticket price information
is unavailable.
MOVIES ANDTHEATRE
"Conrack" is the Friday night film in the
College Center Coffee Shop. Shows are at
6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. Admission is $1.
Tuesday's movie will be "Finian's
Rainbow" with Petula Clark. Admission is 50
cents, with show starting at 7 p.m.
OCE Studio play, "Golden Fleece," opens
Nov. 21 in the OCE Little Theatre at 8:15
p.m.

JON VOIGHT

•v-.

's

COiJRaor*

One beautiful man. His story is true.

Theatre
Friday, November 14

6:30 & 9:30 P.M.

Pacific Room

College Center
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Get involved in the

OCE
Outdoor Program

The actors themselves ranged
from bad to good, from Lily
nugget's role as Rip's grown up
daughter, to Mike Weddle's
rendition of Rip. Lily is the only
person I can single out as giving a
definitely
bad
performance,
+ Looking for a rewarding job? Winter
which is good. At least she will
term a s s i s t a n t positions available.
bave something definite to im
Very f l e x i b l e hours.
prove upon. Most of the cast was
just plain dull -- no rhythm, no
enthusiasm. They just came on,
4-M o n d a y Nov. 17 Speaker a n d s l i d e
gave their lines and left. On the
program about t h e TransAmerica
other hand, Lily's whiny, sing
B i c y c l e Trail
song delivery was atrocious, and
jt never varied, not even once. 1
^ven a quasi heroine shouldn't
4 Watch for Cross
grate on the audience's nerves. §
Kathy Burger's rendition of
4
Country Skiing in
jup s wife also had its problems.
*ter screeching voice and wild
formation
gestures were repulsive. When
*P returns from his twenty-year
thPf>slle ^as 1)6611 reduced, if =
=
at s possible, to a whimpering,
groveling recreant. She was the|Contact Lauren Burch in the Outdoor|
ost melodramatic of the cast. § Program office located in the ASOCE I
I °n Baldwin, cast as Lily's
"
ng lost suitor, was the|offices College Center.
mefodramatic
hero. His en- HiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiin;

November 13, 1975

Pe°P|e'"

ART
An exhibition composed of 12 Indian
portraits by James Mattingly, assistant
professor of art, will be on display in the
College Center through Dec. 16. The por
traits, which are produced in a combination
of graphite, felt tip pen and feathers, won a
traveling award of $1,000 in the annual
Statew.de Services Competition held in
Eugene.

Buy an
ArtCarved College Ring
Save $50.00 on an
ArtCarved Diamond Ring
When you buy an ArtCarved col
lege ring, we'll send you $50.00
towards the purchase of an Art
Carved engagement ring. This
offer is good any time — wear
your college ring now and enjoy
these important savings when
you meet that special person.
It's a new way ArtCarved helps
you fight the high cost of fall
ing in love.

7IRR7IRVED

COLLEGE RINC^ by John Roberts

OCE
BOOKSTORE
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From the Stands
Can gridders go 9-0?
By STEVE GEIGER
Sports Editor
Can OCE's football team go undefeated? That's the
Question that a lot of people have been asking them
selves since the gridders beat Linfield in the first game
this season, and have no doubt asked themselvesa
every game since. It's also the question that we
proposed in the first issue of the Lamron this year and
now we're asking it again.
acked
In the first issue, which came out Sept. 25, we asked
the question and then refused to answer '• °[J 1
grounds that before a team go can undefeated it has to
be able to qo 1-0, 2-0, 3-0, and so on, and not set its sights
on 9-0. Otherwise the team can forget about the next
game's opponents. One game at a time, that s
football games are won.
But now, eight weeks later, the OCE football team has
climbed the ladder of 1-0, 2-0, 3-0, and is now 8-0. OCE is
one of the few undefeated teams in the nation and tne
only unbeaten team in the Pacific Northwest
And now the question "Can OCE's football team go
undefeated?" can be asked without worrying about the
team looking past this week's opponent, because this
week's oppenent is the one that can raise the team to 9-0.
So, we ask, can OCE's football team go undefeated?
Yes, of course OCE's football team can go undefeated.
As a matter of fact, it will be mildly surprising if the
team doesn't go undefeated, even if this week's op
ponent, Puget Sound, is one of the best teams in the
Northwest along with OCE. Puget Sound is rated
Number two in the Northwest and OCE is rated Number
one. Puget Sound's record is 7-1-1 this year, not far
behind the Wolves' 8-0 record.
Even with the obvious strength of Puget Sound, OCE
should be able to win this Saturday's football game and
go on to the NAIA Division 1 playoffs next weekend. It's
been a long time since OCE last had an undefeated
team, 25 years to be exact, when the Wolves went 6-0-1
and won the Oregon Collegiate Conference champion
ship. The last time the OCE gridders went both
undefeated and untied was in 1949, when they were a
perfect 9-0. So for the first time in 26 years, OCE can
have an undefeated and untied football team.
At the start of the season, Head Coach Bill McArthur's
win-loss record through 28 years of coaching at OCE,
dating back to 1947 when he came here, was 126-96-5. He
faced the possibility of going over the 100 loss mark for
his career here, but his men haven't let him down. In
stead, he now has a career 134-96-5 record at OCE and
his lifetime win-loss percentage here has risen from .568
to .583. That's quite a jump after 29 years of coaching.
We didn't want to put any pressure on the gridders at
the start of the season by saying they should be able to
go 9-0 and we don't want to put any pressure on them
now, but we do believe they can go 9-0 and get a berth in
the national playoff picture. The game will likely be a
very low scoring defensive game, but the Wolves should
be able to do it. By what score? How does a lucky 13-6
sound?

++ +

Last week we reported in this column that the OCE
soccer team was scheduled to play Lewis and Clark here
last Saturday for the league lead spot in the Oregon
Intercollegiate Soccer Association on the home field.
Due to the fact that we looked at the wrong date on the
schedule, the team actually played Portland Com
munity College, and beat them 4-1 to raise its record to 5-

Hockey team wins two
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first half and it stood up through the game as them
women beat Linfield. It was a sloppy game
weather-wise with part of the game being played
in a rain storm, accounting for only one goal in the
game. OCE also has six players either sick or
injured, including three starters. The top offensive
player was Margo Case and Teresa Whitehall was
selected best defensive.
The women were in Eugene last night to take on
the University of Oregon and will be at home
against SOC tomorrow with game time at 3:15
p.m. Next Monday they will go against Oregon
State, again at 3:30 here at home.

The OCE field hockey squad put back to back
wins together last week when they stopped Por
tland State 4-1 and Linfield 1-0.
Four different women scored in the PSU meet,
with Cathy Varner scoring a first half goal and
Deb Griffin, Cecil Ward and Margo Case scoring
in the second half. Although the OCE team led by
just 1-0 at the half, the Wolves controlled the ball
offensively for 26 of the 30 mintues.
Trish Rohner was selected top offensive player
in the game and Heidi Hartzell was chosen top
defensive player.
Last Thursday, Case scored a goal early in the

Gymnasts preparing for season
The men's gymnastics team
has been working out during the
past couple of weeks in
preparation for the upcoming
gymnastics season. So far 13 men
have been practicing.
Last year's team had a very
successful season and according
to Coach LoWayne Brewer
"Should be equal or better this
year."
Three returning lettermen who
will give the team strength will
be Ron Bush on the side horse and
Curtis Climer and John Haus, AilAround. Bush is a letterman
returning from the service;
Haus, a sophomore, is the top
returning all-around man; and
Climer, a junior, went to
nationals last year in the parallel
bars.

INTRODUCING

Also on the team so far this
year
are freshmen Steve
Kupillas, Tim Locas, Korby
Olsen, Jeff Opien and Mark
Lowrie;
sophomores Scott
Robinson, Mike Weells, Hector
Zavala and Tom Pickett and
junior Greg Smith.
The men will face their first
competition Dec. 6 and 7 in the
Oregon Open at the University of
Oregon. Their first home match
will be against the University of

For Sale: Moving out sale tables, desk,
mattresses, couches, Also have GD
component stereo for sale, price
negotiable. SPO 333, 545 Jackson E.

For sale: Two Loggins and Messina
tickets, bought for $6, will sell for*5
Phone 838 5830.

Wanted: One good record of Sunset Ride
by Zepher. Call 838 3354.
Personal : To whom it may concern and
'BUD'
S. J.- K. had a very
"rewarding" September experience.
Personal: Ruthie: Happy 21st. Have one
of
the house! From all your well
wishers Greg M., Robert R., Starky
& Hutch, Simon and Garfunkel and
the rest of us commoners.

As a Metropolitan Life rep
resentative in this area, he
will gladly provide any in
formation you may want on
insurance programs for
you, your family and your
business. No obligation.

For sale: 1961 Buick. New tires, radio,
nice body, no motor. $75 as is. 838
2454.
Personal: WRF
Blue.

We're a year old! Love,

Where the future is now
Metropolitan Life, New York, N.Y.

Free: For a free Bible correspondence
course, write Bible Correspondence
Course, P.O. Box 48, Dallas, OR 97338.

Personal: Here's two winks for you too.
L, P & R, D. P S. I'm enamored.
For sale: Ping pong table $25 838-3155.
For sale: Tires and wheels.
Firestone F70 15 wide ovals. A
mounted on ansen sprint unilug ^
wheels. $325. For more information
contact Michel/ SPO 339.
Personal: To "Gertrude" I think
knows. "We'll have to stop meetmy
like this. Love ya anyway, "Harol
For sale: Peugeot Bicycle, 10 sPee<j'g(
inch men's frame, very good snap$85. 838 4514.
Personal: To N.S. from K.A lf's S
almost three weeks, when willwe j0
again? I don't care who knows we
it. Everybody does it. Don't Pre .,
you don't like it because I know Y
do. By the way, which movie wo
you like to see?

For sale: Borzoi, male, 9 mo. Friends,
quiet, good ir house. Call 838 3618
after 4 p.m.

Personal: Norma, you have the pretty
smile in town! Congratulations, V
your P.P.'s and roomies.

For sale: "White" zig zag sewing
machine with cabinet. Good con
dition, $50. 838 0073.

Personal: D.L., have a nice coast t .
and give Randy my love. On sec
thought, don't!!! See ya next wee' |
J.J

Wanted: Anyone interested in selling or
trading "Matchbox" miniature car
SPO^k 'eaVe

CSMetropolitanLife

Men's Gymnastics Schedule,
1975 76season.
Dec. 6 7
Oregon open at University of
Oregon, Eugene.
Dec. 20
at Portland State, 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 16
at San Francisco State.
Jan. 17
at Cal State in Hayward.
Jan. 31
University of British Columbia,
7:30 p.m.
't
Frb. 6
at Eastern Washington, in
Cheney.
Frb. 14
Portland State, 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 20 - Eastern Washington, 7:30 pm
Feb. 28 - at University of Washington.

Personal: Good Gravy, oh my aching
back. You're almost 20. (40)

Wanted: art Student to do pencil por
trait. Price negotiable. Call 838-3533.

Kent L. Seibert
Sales Representative
660 High Street NE
Salem, Oregon 97308
Office: 364-6823
Residence: 623-3946

British Columbia at 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 31

Wanted: Aspiring local artist seeks
rental space (garage, attic, backporch, etc.,) to be used for studio.
Rent negotiable. Leads rewarded
with kind thoughts
and sincere
appreciation. 838 3493.

Personal: Happy Big 20th T.B., H.K. L.
M. from me.

0.

Last night (Wednesday) the team traveled to Portland
and played Lewis and Clark in Civic Stadium for the
League championship. Due to deadlines, the Lamron
isn't able to report the results, but that isn't the main
subject we're getting to in this column right now
anyway. We'd like to tell about the money situation
again, as we have in past issues.
The team had to pay its own way up to Portland
yesterday as it has for every away game this season.
This is wrong. It's wrong for an intercollegiate team to
have to pay its own travel expenses, among other things,
rather than have the school, such as OCE's PE and
Health Department, pay for it. The team represents
OCE and the players are OCE students and therefore
shouldn't have to pay their own expenses. We know the
PE and Health Department isn't overflowing with
money, but isn't it better for every program to suffer a
little financially than to make one team do all of the
suffering? The soccer team deserves a better break
than this.

''"TtheVo

OCE SPORTS - OCE's football and soccer
fall, with the football team 8 0 this season and the soccer team, o u oe

namG

and

address

Personal: Happy birthday, Al.
vour friends and admirers.

Personal
do it!

Dad

And you said I'd

pev*

in

From

Wanted: Babysitter within walkina
^,'h r"°,,?C^,for.po,'V '--amed 2 yr.
old. Call 838 5470 after 5.

Personal: C.
I promise I won't
anything about the T.W.

5

Personal: N
I never dreamed Y01^
what you did with your. .pumP
bein5 j
Personal: R
So how do you ,ik®iirtj!
' in my pants?!..Literally °f r

Soccer team kicks PCC 4-1

by CAL FAGAN
Lamron staff

Chapin played an outstanding
game, which allowed OCE to
come back and win the game in
the second half.

OCE soccer fans were treated
to an outstanding soccer game
Saturday as OCE managed to
overcome a muddy field and a
Portland
Community
pesty
College team to win its fifth
straight game 4-1.
PCC dominated the first 20
minutes of the game, as OCE
could not get untracked. In fact,
it seemed as if everything was
going against OCE.
Defensive man Joe Kyle was
whistled for tripping a PCC
player
and
Portland
was
awarded a free kick to the right of
the OCE goal. The shot on goal
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The second half action was all
OCE. Knowing they needed a win
to stay tied for first place, they
were led by Tadesse, who scored
the go-ahead goal, giving OCE a
2-1 lead.
With strong fan support and a
very much fired up OCE team,
the Wolves began to push for a
more commanding lead. But bad
luck again stopped the team from
scoring.
One shot hit the crossbar and
bounded in front of an empty net,
but would not go in. Other shots
just missed their marks as the
Wolves tried to add to their lead.
But OCE finally got a break
when Villa crossed the ball in
front of the PCC net and a Por
tland player headed it the wrong
way into an empty net. Villa was
credited with his second goal of
the game and OCE went ahead 3-
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was headed by an OCE defensive
player, but the ball, instead of
going away from the net, twisted
and found itself in the OCE goal.
With OCE down 1-0, the team
began to press for a tying score.
Johannes Tadesse led the
furious OCE comeback. He
pushed a perfect pass to team
mate Cliff Villa, who found the
empty net to his liking and
blasted his third goal of the year,
giving the Wolves a 1-1 tie.
Other numerous OCE scoring
chances were stopped by a touch
of bad luck. Tadesse headed what
appeared to be another goal, but
a strong wind stopped the ball
just short of its mark. Another
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MAGIC FEET - Woody Admassu of the OCE soccer team
dribbles the ball around a Portland Community College player
in a game here last Saturday afternoon. OCE won the game 4-1
to raise its record to 5-0. Last night the team was in Portland to
play Lewis and Clark for the Oregon Intercollegiate Soccer
League championship.

shot on the goal hit the post and
bounded in front of the net, but
nobody could kick it in for a
score.
The game was marked by
rough play on both sides and
numerous OCE players left the

game at the half with injuries.
Forwards Tom Lonergan and
Shimelus Gessesse both hurt
their knees in collisions and
Coach Abraham Demissie had to
leave the field halfway through
the first half with a leg injury.

The fourth and final goal came
from defense standout Greg
Baisch. Baisch, nicknamed the
"Mad Header" by his team
mates, got his second goal of the
year when he headed a perfectly
placed corner kick into the net.
PCC tried a comeback, but a
strong defensive effort led by

The OCE soccer team traveled
to Civic Stadium in Portland for
the league championship against
Lewis and Clark last night. Both
teams went into the game un
defeated, and
the
winner,
unavailable at press time, took
home the first place trophy. The
game was rated a toss-up, as
Lewis & Clark's goalie has
allowed only two goals in eight
games, while OCE leads the
league in goals, with 35 in only
five games.
The soccer team was not
considered for a post season
playoff game because it is not an
official sport at OCE. Lewis and
Clark has accepted a bid to play
Simon Fraser of Canada in the
NAIA district playoff beginning
Saturday.
Portland C.C.
OCE
PCC unavailable.
PCC unavailable.
OCE Cliff Villa, from Yohannes Tadesse.
OCE Yohannes Tadesse.
OCE Cliff Villa.

Lewis & Clark
OCE
Willamette
Portland CC
Reed
Judson Baptist
Oregon
Pacific
Oregon State
Univ. of Portland

8 0-0

500
4-2 1
42 0
43 1
24 1
2-4-0*
051
040
0 5-0

This week in sports
Thursday, Nov. 13 -- Bowling vs. University of
Oregon, in Independence.
Friday, Nov. 14 - Field hockey vs. Southern
Oregon, here at 3:30 p.m.
Fri.-Sat., Nov. 14-15 - Volleyball in Southern B
Invitational, at University of Oregon. (JV
only)
Saturday, Nov. 15 - Football vs. Puget Sound,
here at 1:30 p.m.
Monday, Nov. 17 -- Field hockey vs. Oregon
State, here at 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 18 ~ Volleyball vs. Willamette,
here at 6 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 20 - Bowling vs. Portland State,
in Portland.
Thursday, Nov. 20 - Volleyball vs. Portland
State, here at 5:30 p.m.
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WATCH IT - Solomon Tekle goes for the ball while a Portland Community College player hits
the dirt during soccer action here last Saturday. OCE won the game 4-1.
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"Our Work & Prices
Are Second to None"
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
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TUNE UPS

Lunches, Dinners,
Cocktails
HENRYS

Salem Dallas Hwy.
Oak Knoll Golf Course
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300 N Main. Indp.
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Gridders eyeing first
No. 1 Wolves facing
No. 2 UPS Saturday
by STEVE GEIGER
Sports editor

Saturday afternoon the OCE
football squad will take the field
in search of something that the
OCE campus hasn't seen in 25
years - an undefeated season.
The last time OCE had an
undefeated season was in 1950
when the grid team was 6-0-1. The
last time OCE's football ranks
have had an undefeated and
untied season was in 1949 when
they rolled up a perfect 9-0-0
record.
But a victory Saturday over
Puget Sound at home would mean
even more than just an un
defeated and untied season. It
would clinch OCE's hold of
Number 1 in the Northwest
ratings, a position the team has
held for more than a month.
Puget Sound has been rated
Number 2 behind the Wolves for
the past few weeks. Going even
farther, a victory over UPS
would give OCE a playoff berth in
the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA)
Division 1 playoffs.
The Wolves have had their good
and bad moments this season
while rolling up their 8-0 record.
They barely got by teams like
Linfield
" (13-6),
Central
Washington (13-7), Southern
Oregon (9-0) and Montana Tech
(13-7), but they flexed their
muscles against such teams as
Oregon Tech (39-0), Eastern
Washington
(24-6),
Western
Washington (28-13) and last
week's opponent, Eastern Oregon
(44-24).
OCE's 8-0 record isn't really
surprising
statistically.
The
Wolves have outscored their
opponents 183-63, or 24-8 a game.
Offensively, OCE has out-rushed
its opponents 1,920 yards to 849,
or 240 to 106 a game. In passing,
the Wolves' opponents have
passed 180 times to 169 for OCE,
and have completed five more,
73-68, but OCE has nearly 100
more yards in the air, 924-831.

That gives the Wolves 2,844 total
yards on the year and 1,690 for
their opponents, or 356-211 per
game.
OCE has also dominated other
parts of the game. For example,
OCE quarterbacks have thrown
only five interceptions while the
defense has intercepted 18. The
Wolves have also punted 15 less
times but are averaging more
yards per punt, 39-34. Ball control
is a big part of winning in football
and OCE has run off 603 total
plays while their opponents have
been able to get off only 514.
If the team is to remain un
defeated this Saturday, both the
offense and defense will have to
be at their best. Puget Sound is 71-1 on the year and last week it
defeated Simon Fraser, which
has been in the Northwest's top
five this year, 15-3. Puget Sound's
placekicker Brent Wagner kicked
three field goals of 37,39 and 44
yards to help the UPS team win.
The Wolves put together their
best offensive showing of the
season
in
LaGrande
last
Saturday when they gained
nearly 600 total yards on offense,
scored 44 points and ran their
season record to 8-0.
Tom Horn had his best day of
the season by completing 14 of 25
passes for 56 percent completion
and 243 yards and rushing for 82
more. Horn got 63 of those yards
on a touchdown pass to Mark
Smith.

Another TD pass to Ray Nix for
nine yards in the fourth quarter
boosted OCE to a 30-17 lead. Horn
has now completed 62 passes this
year for 773 yards.
Eastern Oregon struck first in
the game as OCE was struck with
"fumbleitis."
The
opening

,

earlier this season. Shipley Is being assisted on the tackle by two fellow
from the front and one from the back.

kickoff was fumbled at the OCE
15 and in three plays the Moun
taineers led 7-0. The Wolves
fumbled two more times before
finally
pulling
everything
together. After a 28 yard field
goal by EOC's Brad Rice, making
it 10-0 EOC, the offense got in
gear and the Wolves drove down
to the Eastern 13.
The drive was stopped short
there and Steve Sears came in
and kicked a 30 yard field goal.
Greg Shewbert later carried the
ball six yards into the endzone
and with a missed extra point
OCE trailed just 10-9. Later that
quarter, Horn hit Smith with the
63 yarder and OCE went into the
locker room with a 16-10 halftime
lead.
The third quarter was pretty
even as each team scored a
touchdown.
Eastern
Oregon
scored first on a 10 yard run by

Casey Sayre, giving EOC the lead
back at 17-16, but later Dan
Westendorf bulled in from the one
to give OCE a 22-17 lead. Figuring
that a six point lead was no better
than a five point lead, OCE
elected to go for two. Nix scored
the double extra point on a pass
from Horn and OCE led 24-17.
OCE ran away with the game in
the fourth quarter with three
touchdowns to only one for EOC.
Nix' touchdown catch, a 35 yard
interception return by Gary
Johnson and an 11 yard run by
Mark Ross, sandwiched around a
Mountaineer TD, put OCE out in
front 44-24.
Although he failed to score any
points. Ken Ball was the leading
OCE rusher with 140 yards in 15
carries, for 9.3 yards a carry.
Ball's longest of the day was a 40
yarder. The effort gives Ball,
OCE's leading rusher this year,

one

592 yards, while Shewbert follows
with 554.
OCE
EOC
EOC
EOC
OCE
OCE
EOC
OCE
Horn)
OCE
kick)
EOC
OCE
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7
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Salazer 'll run (Rice Kick)
Rice 28 FG
Sears 20 FG
Smith 63 pass from Horn (Sears kick!
Sayre 10 run (Rice kick)
Westerndorf 1 run (Nix pass from
Johnson 35 interseption return (Sears
Scott 2 run (Rice kick)
Ross 11 run (Sears kick)

EvCo Standings
OCE
CWSC
SOC

wwsc
EOC
EWSC
OIT

W
6
4
3
2
2
2
1

by Brian Knutson

LEG MAN - Keith Morgan, punting the ball against Southern
Oregon earlier this season, Is one of the many reasons that
OCE Is undefeated this season. Morgan has out-punted his
opponents by five yards a kick this year, averaging fust under
40 yards per boot.
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CRUNCH - Randy Shipley (56) gets a waist-hold on an opposing football player during action
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